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Pamela Ronald
Jon
Re: Karl
Thursday, December 27, 2018 8:24:22 PM

Hi Jon
I have asked Karl to delete his tweet or at least refrain from further inflaming the situation. I
suggest ignoring their tweets or if you want I can tweet that the situation is resolved and refer
them to your tweet
What do you prefer ?
All the best,
Pam
http://CropGeneticsInnovation.org
On Dec 27, 2018, at 8:21 PM, Jon <jon@jonentine.com> wrote:
Now Kevin Senapathy, equally adolescent, and a close buddy of Karl’s is
retweeting Karl’s inflammatory post based on what appears to be things you
wrote to Karl that, in my mind, misrepresents what happened re: the board
situation. I won’t engage either of them but they are both doing their best to hurt
the GLP.
Jon Entine, Executive Director
Genetic Literacy Project
GeneticLiteracyProject.org
(513) 319-8388
On Dec 27, 2018, at 10:13 PM, Pamela Ronald <pcronald@ucdavis.edu> wrote:
Dear Jon,
I did see your tweet and appreciate it.
I will ask Karl if he would be willing to delete his tweet. I dont want
this to escalate either.
Take care
All the best,
Pam
https://cropgeneticsinnovation.ucdavis.edu/

On Dec 27, 2018, at 6:44 PM, Jon Entine
<jon@jonentine.com> wrote:
Well, I told you Karl would be destructive.
I’m not going to weigh in on Twitter. I posted a Tweet as
you requested.
I listed you in the original 990 based on a telephone
conversation in which you agreed to be a board member.
When you represented to me that you did not agree, I
purged the record as you requested. Now Karl is trying
in his very destructive way to make a case out of this. I
hope you will not allow this to escalate. Karl has been
very destructive to numerous people. My board thinks he
is unstable (unrelated to issues involving us, but based on
his interactions within the community). I do as well.
Jon

